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AccommodationDay 1

Day 2
 Lunch, Dinner

MILAN - LUGANO -LUCERNE/ZURICH REGION

Meals
8 Breakfast | 4 Lunch | 3 Dinner

Tour Highlights

Milan : Fashion capital of Italy 
Lugano :Picturesque lakeside city known for
its beautiful quasi-Mediterranean scenery
Zug: A charming lakeside town 
Titisee - A quaint town  in the Black Forest
region
Paris La Vallée Village Outlet
Brussels : Capital of Belgium 
Rotterdam - City of Modern Architecture
Zaanse Schans - Windmills village
Specialty meals: Pork Knuckle lunch with beer
, Mussels lunch, French Dinner with wine 
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EWUE11Validity Period: Nov 23 -Mar 24

Assemble at Changi Airport for flight to Milan, Italy

Milan - Capital city of the region of Lombardy in
northern Italy, and the second largest city by
population in Italy
Sforza Castle - Built as a fortress during the
fourteenth century and is one of the most famous
landmarks in Milan
La Scala Opera House - One of the most famous
opera houses in the world
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II - An elegant
nineteenth-century shopping arcade that houses
some of the most luxurious boutiques
Milan Cathedral - A vast Gothic-style cathedral,
located in the heart of Milan
Lugano - The picturesque lakeside city of Lugano is
famous for its beautiful quasi-Mediterranean
scenery, surrounded by numerous mountains
offering splendid viewpoints

Meals on Board
SINGAPORE - MILAN

MOST POPULAR 



Brussels 

Lucerne - The gateway to central Switzerland, is
embedded within an impressive mountainous
panorama
Lion Monument - A giant dying lion carved out of
a wall of sandstone rock
Chapel Bridge - Europe’s oldest and the world-
famous timber covered bridge
Bucherer - The most famous duty free store in
Switzerland. 
Zug - One of the charming town in Switzerland,
nestled besides the pearl of Lake Zug, see the
Zytturm Clock Tower , Alstadthalle , a visit to
Lohri AG 
Optional: Mount Titlis 

 

Day 3
ZURICH - LUCERNE -ZUG - ZURICH
REGION 
Breakfast

Lucerne 

La Vallee Village - Enjoy the ultimate
shopping experience at the Village outlets, the
most popular in France. Shop for the best
prices for Fendi, Dolce & Gabbana, Gucci,
Prada, Karl Lagerfeld, Coach, Furla, Loewe,
Longchamp and many more. 

Fragonard Perfume Museum 

Titisee - A charming little town in the eastern
Feldberg in the Black Forest , known for their black
forest cake and black forest ham
Lake Titisee - The largest natural lake in the Black
Forest
Cuckoo Clock Factory - Have a understanding
how the ultimate Germany souvenirs are made. 
Enjoy Pork Knuckle Lunch with Beer and Black
Forest Cake , French Dinner with wine 
Optional: Rhine Falls

Day 4
Breakfast, Pork Knuckle Lunch, French Dinner w. wine

ZURICH  - TITISEE   - LORRAINE 

Paris - Travel to the Capital of France, and one
of the most important and influential cities in
the world, for a guided city tour
Eiffel Tower -  View the iconic wrought iron
tower that stands 1,063 ft (324 m) tall,
designed for the Exposition Universelle, a
world fair held in Paris in 1889
Arc de Triomphe - Represents all the French
military victories in the Napoleonic Wars
Champs-Elysees - The most beautiful and
well-known avenue in Paris
Place de La Concorde - The second largest
square in France, situated between Champs
Élysées and the Tuileries Garden
Grand and Petit Palais - Often considered to
present the Paris major exhibitions
Pont Alexandre III - The most fascinating
bridge in Paris
Galeries Lafayette - Famous Departmental
Store 
Optional: La Seine Cruise 

Day 5 LORRAINE - LA VALLEE -  PARIS
Breakfast

Day 6
Breakfast , Chinese Lunch 

PARIS  



Day 11 SINGAPORE

Zaanse Schans

Day 8
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

BRUSSELS - ROTTERDAM - ZAANSE
SCHANS - AMSTERDAM 

Brussels - The capital of Belgium
See the Atomium which was built for the 1958
Brussels World Fair before embark for a walking
tour of the historical city center, Grand Place
Continue to see the famous Manneken Pis
You will have the opportunity to buy delicious
Belgian artisan chocolates 
Optional Excursion: Bruges

Day 7
Breakfast, Mussels Lunch

PARIS – BRUSSELS 

Rotterdam - The second largest city in
Netherlands, famous for its modern architecture,
with landmarks such as the the Cube Houses, the
Markthal . 
Zaanse Schans - A village near Amsterdam famous
for its iconic well-preserved windmills and
cottages. Take the opportunity to visit a cheese
farm and witness a wooden clog making
demonstration. 

Amsterdam - Capital of Netherlands.  Start the
tour with a relaxing cruise to see amazing
architecture, many bridges, and boat houses along
Amsterdam's canals
Diamond Factory - Understand more about
diamonds, the cuts, the colors etc
Optional: Voldendam with lunch 

          
Rest of the day - Free at leisure

Day 9 Breakfast
AMSTERDAM 

Morning - Free at leisure until transfer to airport

Day 10
Breakfast

AMSTERDAM - SINGAPORE

Thank you very much for choosing Nam Ho Travel
as your preferred agent for your vacation. We

hope to see you soon in near future. 

NOTES

Min. group size for confirmed departure: 15 pax
The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules
and hotels are subject to change without prior
notice in the event of unforeseen circumstances
Accommodations are based on the local star
rating
Factory Outlet may be replaced with another
outlet to enhance the flow of itinerary
Activities are subjected to weather conditions
During major events, accommodation may be
relocated to outside of the city or in another city
without prior notice.
Optional Excursions: Additional activities that
complement your holidays will be at your own
decision and are entirely optional.

Minimum group size may apply 
Suggested Excursions:

Mount Titlis  : CHF145 /CHF125
Rhine Falls : 15CHF
La Seine Cruise : 25 Euros 
Bruges Tour : 55 Euros
Volendam with Lunch : 49 Euros/39
Euros

11D8N – EURO 88.00 per person

Tipping Guidelines


